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Blood Circle

Just like with using knives, when we
are using an axe we have to keep an
area around us clear.
With axes; the clear area (blood circle)
is a sphere the length of your arm
plus the length of the axe all around
us and above us.
There can be no branches, twigs,
scouts, etc. inside your blood circle.

Too Close! W
e can’t have
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Axe Safety Check list:
1, First Aid kit
2. Trained First Aider
3. Leader can see everyone (scouts work in a
semi-circle.)
4. Solid, hard ground under foot
5. Use a ground sheet to catch chips
6. Remember the ‘Blood Circle’.
7. Wooden chopping blocks
8. All items of clothing that may interfere with
the use of the axe should be removed
9. Leader must teach how to use an axe and get
scouts to demonstrate they know it every time.
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down a membrane
grou
to catch all the
wood chips we will
be making. A stable chopping block is important for safety, particularly for
less experienced scouts. Finally we keep the chopping area separate from
the rest of our camp by putting a sisal fence around it. Only a scout using
the axe goes inside the fence.
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Our felling axes
(big axes) should be
able to feather a
stick and we should be able to slice paper cleanly
with our hatchets.
Sharp tools are much safer and easier to use.
They are less likely to bounce/glance when in
use and if they do, the cuts are cleaner and heal
better.
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Note; the
wood is on
the opposite
side of the
chopping
block to
ourselves.

1.

1. Before starting we check our blood
circle. Next, we stand with our feet
well apart so you are stable and the
axe can’t hit our legs as easily.
Now we check our distance from the
wood is right.

2.We keep our eyes on the point
on the wood we want to hit.
Our dominant hand holds the end
of the handle, and the other hand
holds near the head.
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If the axe is well
caught in the wood
we can keep raising
the two together
and letting them
swing down.

But we never bring
the axe/wood over
our heads because the wood could
fall unexpectedly.
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We can also strike the back
of the head of the axe with a
large wooden mallet.
Make sure you never hit the
head with a metal hammer
because it will damage the
axe.
This method is also great
when you want to split a
piece of wood precisely.

3.
4. As the axe falls, we bring our
hands together and just before the
axe strikes the wood we bend our
knees slightly to give extra power.

3. Now we raise the axe over
our head and let it swing down.
		
The whole motion is fluid, like a dance.
The power comes from a fluid swing not from trying to put in huge force.

Here we swing the axe
so that the weight of the
wood forces it down onto the wedge
of the axe and splits the wood. Because we are
using the weight of the wood and not the weight
of the axe we are able to use a smaller axe, even when splitting
large timber. But this method can send the wood flying away from you!
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If we have no chopping block we can
sit our wood against a heavy log and
swing our axe down onto the log.

Another Method
With No
Chopping bock

1.

We must make sure that we strike
the timber at the same point as it
touches the log (red dashed line).
If we hit too high or too low the
wood will bounce.
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The picture on the right shows a
method of using a hatchet when we
have a chopping block.
We use a stick to hold the wood
steady so that our hand is well out of
the way.
We also kneel to protect our legs and
our back stays straight to keep us
stable.
Finally we keep our eyes on the point
on the wood we want to hit.
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We lay a log in line with the back of our heels
and sit our piece of wood on the log.
We make sure the wood to be split does not
stick out passed our feet.
With a fast swing we strike the wood and it
should split.
This method relies on the inertia of the wood so it works better with heavy
timber. It is critical that the wood is behind us as we swing so that if
anything goes wrong the axe can’t hit our legs.
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We always kneel when we use a
hatchet because the handle is so
short that if we miss during a swing
the hatchet could go into our shin.
In the picture above we can see that
one knee goes on the ground and
the other leg is up.
This way of kneeling is very stable
and safe.
If we are doing a lot of chopping
consider putting padding under your
knee.
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Here we hold the hatchet against the
wood and swing them both down
together. Our hands are braced
together.

If we don’t have a saw we can still
cut our firewood into manageable
lengths.
By making a ring of cuts around the
circumference of the branch the wood
will break.
This method produces very few wood
chips and works well for timber up to
about wrist thickness.

We must strike the wood against
our chopping block in line with where our hatchet
sits against the wood (red dashed line) or the wood will bounce.

This is the end of a
branch cut using the
above method.
This is very like how
we would sharpen a
pencil using a knife.
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When carving with our
hatchet we hold the piece
of wood at an angle.
Our hand sits behind the
wood to keep it protected
and we only chop the lower
half of the wood, furthest
from our hand.
To cut out a large section
we make several cuts
along the wood and then
break them out instead of
trying to cut off a large
chunk in one go.
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Try to avoid chopping a V
into the wood.
It creates a large amount of
wood chip and if the wood
is held as it is cut the axe
can glance and chop your
hand (picture to the left).
If the wood is too large to
use the pencil sharpening
method (the above method)
just use a saw.
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When we want firewood or shelter
making materials we often take
branches off of fallen trees; this is called
‘limbing’.
To ‘limb’ safely and effectively we stand
on the opposite side of the tree to the
branch we are cutting.
Then we strike the branch behind the V it
makes with the main tree.
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To carry an axe we hold the head
in our hand with the cutting edge
facing forward.

Handing Over
our Axe

To hand over an axe or hatchet we have the
cutting edge facing up where both people can
see it.
The head of the axe goes to the person receiving
the axe the person receiving the axe must say
‘Thank you’ before we let go of the axe.

Star t Smal

Some Tips

Get a really light little hatchet for your cubs to
learn basic axe skill with.
If you cut 1/4 inch soft wood boards into 1/2 foot
lengths cubs can practice hatchet skills and will be
able to master axe work much better as scouts.

Knots!
Here we have a piece of
wood with a big knot at the
bottom.
We want to try and split this
from the knot free end.
So we would have it on the
chopping block as shown.

Where to Strike

Most of us naturally aim for the middle of a
piece of wood when we are splitting.
But the easiest way to split wood is to chop
along the lines draw in the picture to the right.
This will mean you only split off small pieces,
which is easier. It also leaves a centre of wood
that should be dry.
To improve our accuracy we can put a mark on
the log with a marker and note your accuracy.

Many Splits

If we have a piece of wood that won’t split easily we can try opening
several splits in it.
Just rotate the wood around a bit and strike it again. This will break the
wood apart much better than repeatedly trying to open up our first split.

